This paper develops a recursion formula for the conditional moments of the area under the absolute value of Brownian bridge given the local time at 0. The method of power series leads to a Hermite equation for the generating function of the coefficients which is solved in terms of the parabolic cylinder functions. By integrating out the local time variable, this leads to an integral expression for the joint moments of the areas under the positive and negative parts of the Brownian bridge.
1. Introduction
Review of the Methods and Results
There is considerable literature on the integral functionals of Brownian motion, going back to M. Kac [5] . Recently, the results and methods have been unified by M. Perman and J.A. Wellner [9] who also give a good survey of the literature. The purpose of [9] was to obtain the law of the integral of the positive part of both Brownian motion and Brownian bridge. In short, they obtained the double Laplace transform of the laws of A + (t): f toB + (s)ds and Ao +" f U + (t)dt, where B(s) and U(t) are standard Brownian motion and Brownian bridge, respectively (Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 of [9] ; actually they obtain the double Laplace transforms for an arbitrary linear combination of positive and negative parts). They also found (Corollary 5.1) a recursion formula for the moments. These results are obtained from excursion theory, by conditioning on the local time of B at an independent exponential random instant, and appealing to previous known results of Kac, Shepp, etc. Despite the considerable scope of these results, it seems to us worthwhile also to look at what can be done by conditioning on the local time t 0 of U at x--0. In prin-ciple, all of the known results for the integrals of U follow from the corresponding conditional law, by integrating over the (known) joint distribution of local time at zero and the positive sojourn. This is because (a) the conditional law of the positive sojourn S + :rF f lI'''(U(t))dt of U, given the local time at 0, is known from P.
Lvy (see L,, Coroltary 1] that paper treats a problem analogous to the present but with the maximum replacing the area integral) and (b) given the positive sojourn S + and the local time 0 at 0, the local time processes of U with parameters x > 0 and x < 0 are independent and distributed as the local time processes of reflected Browninn bridges with spans S + and 1-S +, respectively (the corresponding assertions without conditioning on t 0 are.false: given only S +, the local time of U at x >_ 0 is not equivalent in law to the local time of a reflected b:idge of duration S + even if x 0). Accordingly, we are led to look for the law of f ol U(t) ldtlo x), 0 <_ x.
What we obtain below, however, is not an explicit expre'ssion for the law, but a recursion formula for the moments (as functions of x). The moments, in this case, determine the law and conversely, but experience in similar cases (for example, that of Brownian excursion; see L. Takcs [14] ) has shown that neither need follow easily from the other. Thus, finding the explicit conditional law seems to be still an open problem (as it is also for A0+ but to a lesser extent).
To describe our method, we consider the process defined by x W(x)" -(g(x), 1-/ g(u)du),O < x, (1.0) 0 conditional on t(0)-a > 0, where t(x)is the semimartingale (occupation)local time of IU(t) at x >_ 0. Thus, the second component is the residual lifetime of above x (we note the change of notation-t(0)'-2t 0 from above). Set E: [0, c) (R) (0, 1] . It is not hard to realize that W(x)is a realization of a homogeneous Markov process on E, absorbed at (0, 0). This process, indeed, is the subject of a recent paper of J. Pitman [10] who characterizes it as the unique strong solution of certain S.D.E., and it appears earlier in the paper of C. Leuridan [8] , who obtained the form of the extended infinitesimal generator by an h-path argument. We propose to call this process the "Pitman process". Our requirements for this process are rather different from those of [10] . We wish to apply the method of Kac given t(0)-a and fF(u)du-y, where U u is a Brownian bridge of span y_< 1. Thus, it is the integral of the second component of our process starting at (a, y). 
(bdry E to supp f)> 0, where distance and boundary are Euclidean (without identifying the line y-0) and let C-{(x y) E:dist((x,y)suppf)< -} 3
Starting at (x,y) E-g, the process must first reach g before reaching suppl.
Thus as u0 + in (1.5) we get 0 uniformly for such (x, y) Similarly, for (x,y)e C, (1.5) tends uniformly to Af(x,y) provided that (1.6) holds for every c > 0. Thus the assertion (1.2) for the (strong) infinitesimal generator follows if we show that (1.6) holds for all c > 0. Reducing e if necessary, the coefficients of A are uniformly bounded on an -neighborhood Ca/3 of C, and the "local character" assertion (1.6) is familiar for diffusion, at least in one-dimensional. Unfortunately we lack a reference for dimension exceeding one so for the sake of completeness we sketch a proof by reduction of A to the one-dimensional case (fortunately A is 'almost' one-dimensional). Indeed, the a.s. identity Y(t)-b-f toX(u)du t< To, shows that it suffices to prove (1.6) with Xs-a in place of IWs-(a,b) l. To this end, choose constants 0 < c < d such that c < 4-x2/y < d holds on .., and let X (1) Cres, X (2) .e/ -" be the solution of (1.3) starting at a but with c (rasp. d) replacing the coefficient 4-x2/y (using a single Brownian motion B throughout). 
The last statement of Proposition 1.1.1 pertaining to {x-0} is known for pO, u since then X has the law of an excursion local time (see [10] ). For px, u it then follows from tP O'y and the strong Markov property at the passage time to x. It remains to discuss the Feller property of the semigroup. Since W was shown to be (,u) absorbed at (0,0) for P uniformly fast as y--,0+, it is clear that we must identify the segment {(x, 0), 0 < x < N} with (0, 0) in order to preserve continuity on the boundary of E N. It is well-known and easy to check that the absorbed process W N is again a diffusion (on EN). Let Tt N denote its semigroup on %b(EN). Then by the above remarks, for f EC(EN) and t>0, lim(x,u)(Zo, uo)Tf(x,y)-f(xo, Yo) uniformly for (xo, Yo) absEN, where E N is compact with absEN:--{(N,y), 0 < y _< 1} U {(0,0)}. Actually, the segment {0, x < N, y 1} has yet to be discussed but it is obViously inaccessible except at t-0, and there is little difficulty now in seeing that limt__.0 + TtNf(x,y)-f(x,y) uniformly on E N for f E C(EN) 4-'y2, where y < 1 and x-*0, so boundedness follows.
As for the uniqueness assertion, let fi'l denote the difference of two such solutions.
Then A 1 -0, and it follows as in Section 1 that l(W(t))is a bounded martingale for px,, (x,y) Taking generating functions of both sides of (2.12) leads to: 0 <_ n. Multiplying through by s, and differentiating twice yields the assertion.
lmark: It is seen that, in fact, (2.12) is equivalent to (2.13) with the initial conditions gn(O -O, K'n(O -cn, 1 < n.
The eigenvalue problem X"-xX'-AX-0 is known [2, Darling and Proofi We proceed by induction on n. For n-1 the assertion has been shown. But by
Proof: The first equality follows by repeated application of the recursion formula D n + l(Z)-zDn(z + nD n l(Z) 0, starting with n 1 j ( [15, loc. sit., 16 .61]), and the second then follows by repeated use of F(n + 1) nF(n).
To determine first the constant c, we only need to use (2.15). It follows that J 223_nF/'3(n + 1)' 3n-2, 4dj, n22 
,S j, rt
Now in the special case n-l-j, we apply Lemma 2.5 with j-5 to get
and substituting into the above gives d2, 2-8 ,d2, 4=4-as in (2.1).... other cases n>l, we apply Lemma 2.5 twice, once to D (3n +/-2) with j 3n + 2 and 2i 2(n + 1), and once to D_ j with j j and 2i j-n + 2. (Note that when j n + 2 is odd, d j, n 0 by s and we are left with induction hypothesis.) Then the s 1 cancels with z exp--Gn+l(S )--Z F-I J 1.
-J+
This reduces immediately to the expression of (2.17) as required.
Remark 2.2: It is clear that dk, n > 0 for all (k,n). By simple calculations we get for dk, n, 1 < n < 4, the values [15, 16.61] Since it is entirely defined from B(z(t)) is not hard to see that this remains true if the time spent negative at this instant, say z, is also given, in such a way that up to time y + z, B is in law a Brownian bridge of span y + z given that its local time at 0 is a and its time spent positive is y. But here y+z may be fixed (>_y), and in particular we may set y + z-1. Thus we have shown the following (see also [10, Corollary 18])" Lemma 3.2: The law Pa'u of (1.0) ff. is also the law of the local time process in parameter x >_ 0 of the standard Brownian bridge U conditional on its local time at 0 being a and its time spent positive being y.
Next we need the law of time spent positive by U conditional on local time a at 0. This is easily recognized as the time spent positive by B at time T(a) given T(a)- (where the second term comes from combining the second terms of T 1 and T2) and multiplication by (4vf2-)-ldj, n yields the assertion.
Finally, we consider the mixed moments #re, n" In addition to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 this requires:
Lemma 3.5: Given that the local lime at 0 of a Brownian bridge U is a and that the time spent positive is y, the conditional local time processes of U in paramelers x >_ 0 and x <_ 0 are independent.
Proof: The easiest way to see this is to use the well-known fact that the two corresponding local time processes of B at time T(c) are independent (but also see [10, Corollary 18] ). As in Lemma 3.2, conditioning their integrals to equal y and 1-y respectively gives the joint law of the conditional local time processes of U, and it obviously preserves the independence. Note: Of course, for m = 0 or n 0 this is subsumed by Theorem 3.4.
Proof: We need only multiply (3.1) by (1-y)W-Grn x(1-y)-The exponentials combine in a factor exp-x2(16y (1-y) )-, and routine changes of variables (set x-2V/-z-2V/1-yv) reduce the double integral to the expression of I(il,i2)in Cartesian coordinates (z, v 
